Signal integrity analysis on eight unintentionally coupled copper interconnects is derivedfrom an equivalent distributed electrical multi-conductor cell. Compatible with SPICE environment, this elementary cell is calculated with afull wave analysis such as tangential vectorfinite element method and the transmission line theory. After R, L, C, G and mutual extraction, two types ofexcitation are implemented based on one aggressor and seven victims and vice versa in order to weigh the influence ofparasitic mutual via crosstalk evaluation.
Introduction
Increasing demand in signal processing, computer application and personal computer have been one of the most important factors in advancement of integrated circuit technology, in the past thirty years. Such demand has been satisfied at the expense of continuous shrinking circuit dimensions [1] . By approaching ultra large scale (ULSI) indeed even gigascale integration (GSI), the line propagation delay now dominates the performances of IC's, and not the transistor switching delay, itself, as it was the case a few years ago [2] . In this bottleneck context where scaling down towards nanometer dimensions and several gigahertz clock operating frequency are required, copper interconnect become a key point in the optimisation of the circuit performances [3] [4] . In another way, when increasing frequency signal rise time decreases. Shorter clock period need consequently larger spectral decomposition compared to the technology Figure la Real structure: nodes of the 1990's [5] .
But, it is not the only points we have to underline. Indeed, because of great integration, the parasitic coupling between the neighboured copper lines of the same level of metallization must also be taken into account [6] . All these remarks lead to some basic questions about the opportunity of solving the complex problem of multi-conductor transmission lines system instead of a simplest one based on, two, three, or perhaps four coupled interconnects. As we imagine, the lines of the same level interact unintentionally and the coupling is, as it is evident, not desired. In this work, we will attempt to give an answer to the behaviour of one, two, three or more lossy copper lines named "victim " or "aggressor" when they are surrounded by other victim and attackers interconnects. So, in order to treat adequately the problem, we will focus on the interaction of eight lossy copper interconnects. We hope, with this full task, to provide enough data on the parasitic mutual and consequently on signal integrity.
We have split our study into two parts. The first one is devoted to the implementation of a full wave analysis. Frequency dependence of the phenomenon must be investigated owing to the fact that, for a reliable signal shape reconstitution, Fourier algorithm need more and more spectral decomposition as clock period decreases. The second part will describe, with an adequate formulation, the way to obtain the equivalent electrical Dresden, Germany interconnect system is studied. Figure la represents a sketch of a part of a circuit where a level, made of several lines, is crossing perpendicular to an other level and so forth. On figure lb, we indicate that a set of interconnects of the same level will be investigated by considering the top and bottom level as full metal plate. The structure figurelb will consequently act as a multi-conductor transmission line with a perfect shielded box and ideal return path but with interconnect of finite conductivity. Figure 1 c shows an electrical representation after extraction via transmission line theory and full wave method.
* Thefull wave analysis As previously mentioned, the analysis must be a full wave one in order to assess frequency dependence of the modeled electrical cell. The choice of our full wave method is linked to some constraints we have imposed, especially on material. Any metallization shape with finite conductivity must be investigated. Thanks to the two fluid model, the interconnects must also behave like superconducting lines [7] [8] [9] . The dielectric or magnetic material can be lossy and anisotropic. To satisfy all these criterions, a tangential vector finite element method (TVFEM) is implemented in MATLAB environment with a specific research algorithm based on Arnoldi's method [10] [1 1]. As we know, MATLAB proposed a high performance language for computing problems which involve large matrix size in complex plane, interesting advanced visualization and specific toolbox such as PDE tool for the mesh in our case [12] .
In a multi-conductor system composed by n conductors (except the finite ground plane or reference conductor), n fundamental modes which are orthogonal to each other propagate along the longitudinal direction. In our problem, each of the eight modes named " a", " b" , " c", " d", " e", " f", " g", "h" is specified by its propagation constant ya, yb,... yf,.., yh . In a same way, electric and magnetic field map over the whole cross-section also lead to the calculation of the well known modal characteristic impedance Za, b, c. . h which has been discussed in [13] . Thanks Thanks to the dependence of the formne ea.bc. hX some straight forward calculations also give:
In (2), the matrix [V'] contains the eigen values of voltage on each of the eight conductors for the quasi-TEM modes named "a", "b", "c", "d", "e", "f', "g", "h". The same is for the current flowing in each conductor for each of the eight modes "a" to "h".
[y] is diagonal and is constituted by the eight eigen values a )b, ... ) h affected to the "a", "b",... "h" modes. As we have depicted previously, the knowledge of V, y, I, from the full wave TVFEM allow us to determine the complete set of Z4 and Yi which are the elements of our unit multi-coupled cell.
Numerical results
It is very difficult to predict wire scaling as well as clock period in the future circuits, even if, the international roadmap guides us. Indeed, because numerous physical parameters govern electrical optimization of interconnects, we propose a topology in accordance with some ASIC dimensions projected by the ITRS for the 2010 to 2012 period. Studied by Davis, J.A, and Meindl, D, this circuit works at a local frequency of ten gigahertz which also induced a three gigahertz maximum rate clock for the global level wiring [18] [19] . To initiate the investigation of our RLCG extraction tool via TVFEM, we propose to study the global level architecture with the help of eight interconnects. Figure 2 recapitulates composition, shape and sizes of a part of our global set of wire. By symmetry, the original sketch figure 2 can be duplicated to form the whole cross-section. Figure 4 and figure 5 are possible representation of the transverse field in case of mode "a" at a given frequency F=10 gigahertz. R, L, C, G and mutual elements can now be extracted according to transmission line theory and tangential vector finite element method.
Because of numerous results, we have only selected the behavior of inductance and capacitance as a function of the normalized spacing S/W and at a frequency of one gigahertz. Figure 6 and figure 7 illustrate a part of our results in order to keep readability. The same remark can be extended to the mutual inductance between interconnects of range i and i+-l, i and i+2. As we can observed on figure 6 , the mutual between one line and the fourth reaches 10% of the mutual between one line and the second in case of strong coupling (S/W=0.2). By comparison with mutual capacitance, mutual inductance must be taken over three, four, indeed even five neighbored lines whereas mutual capacitance can probably be omitted between a line and the third adjacent one (i.e. C13, C24). This can be done whatever the spacing width iS.
To quantify the impact of low dielectric material -s in the spacing area, we have also reported, on figure 8 and figure 9 , the capacitance behaviour, mutual or not, as a function of the normalized permittivity -s/£ILD where GILD represents the SiO2 fixed value. 2.5 capacitance between two neighboured lines, on figure 9 , has a relative low variation. This means that a weak coupling topology is investigated. * Signal integrity In order to get an insight on crosstalk performance, we have considered three situations. Two of these cases must be voluntary understood as asymptotic ones. They correspond to a minimum value of spacing width << S >> for a maximum value of dielectric filling inter line and vice versa. An intermediate topology is also selected which groups minimum width interline and dielectric filling between to adjacent interconnects. It concerns consequently an air gap filling [20] [21] .
On figure 10 , we have plotted the crosstalk at the far end of the victim line N°4 when it is surrounded by respectively by three and four aggressor lines. As we can see, 46% crosstalk is predicted for interconnect of 2 mm length in the air gap filling strong coupling case. The others, being asymptotic, show that crosstalk magnitude is located in the range 13% to 62%. The previous predicted value of 46% can be considered as too pessimistic. Each number on the abscissa of these histograms corresponds to those of the line excited by a signal (i.e. the aggressor). The black and white rectangle must be affected to the magnitude of crosstalk at the far end of the line just located on both sides of the attacker. A quick look on figure 11 points out that a maximum crosstalk of about 3000 occurred one line 1 and 3 when a signal of one gigahertz period and 40ps rise time is injected in the line N°2. Crosstalk on figure 12 exhibits a lower magnitude which can be considered as constant whatever the line excitation is. This proved that interconnects are almost decoupled.
Conclusions
This work was dealing with the study of a gigascale topology in accordance with some ASIC dimensions projected by the ITRS for the 2010 to 2012 period. This circuit is cadenced at a local frequency of ten gigahertz which also induced a three gigahertz maximum clock rate for the global wiring level. In order to evaluate signal integrity on an eight interconnects global system via SPICE environment or other transient tool, the R, L, C, G and mutual elements has been extracted from a full wave tangential vector finite element method based on MATLAB development.
As a first step, all the results shown in this work concern, a signal of one gigahertz and 40ps rise time. Fourier transform needs approximately 25 GHz for good reconstitution. In this frequency range, we have verified that we can neglect the conductance per unit length because of low dielectric losses (i.e. tg(delta) = 10-3).
We have also observed 10% relative variation of the resistance per unit length compared to its "dc" value and a few percent for the inductance. We can note that the capacitance value is quasi stable. For such a circuit cadenced at 3 GHz or more as suggested by the ITRS, the RLCG elements will necessarily be more sensitive to frequency.
Our transient studies have shown that a minimum crosstalk of 500 and 10% occurred respectively on the first neighboured line in far end case of one and seven attackers. We remember that these values are asymptotic one and are too optimistic. From a transient point of view, it is clear, but not surprising, that the excitation sequence has a great impact on the crosstalk and the loaded conditions too. This work must be, in consequence, extended to higher frequency clock and several loaded and excitation cases.
